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a b s t r a c t

An easy-to-use and robust energy monitoring device has been developed for reliable detection of day-

to-day small variations in the electron beam energy, a critical parameter for quality control and quality

assurance in industrial radiation processing. It has potential for using on-line, thus providing real-time

information. Its working principle is based on the measurement of currents, or charges, collected by two

aluminium absorbers of specific thicknesses (dependent on the beam energy), insulated from each

other and positioned within a faraday cup-style aluminium cage connected to the ground. The device

has been extensively tested in the energy range of 4–12 MeV under standard laboratory conditions at

Institute of Isotopes and CNR-ISOF using different types of electron accelerators; namely, a TESLA LPR-4

LINAC (3–6 MeV) and a L-band Vickers LINAC (7–12 MeV), respectively. This device has been also tested

in high power electron beam radiation processing facilities, one equipped with a 7-MeV LUE-8 linear

accelerator used for crosslinking of cables and medical device sterilization, and the other equipped with

a 10 MeV Rhodotron TT100 recirculating accelerator used for in-house sterilization of medical devices.

In the present work, we have extended the application of this method to still lower energy region, i.e.

from 1.5 to 2.4 MeV. Also, we show that such a device is capable of detecting deviation in the beam

energy as small as 40 keV.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Reliable measurement of the electron beam energy is one of
the critical actions scheduled by standard procedures for quality
assurance and quality control in commercial radiation processing
[1,2]. These procedures require that the beam energy be
determined during the facility qualification and be monitored
and controlled during routine irradiation, since it determines the
size of the product box that can be processed and a variation of
the energy affects the dose uniformity ratio (maximum absorbed
dose over the minimum absorbed dose) in the product box,
especially in the two-sided irradiation process. Amongst various
possible methods for measuring the electron beam energy, the
study of the dose distribution with depth in a homogeneous
reference material, using a wedge or a stack geometry [1] is the
widely used technique.

Another possible method, which is the subject of this work, is
the study of the influence of the electron beam energy on the
charge distribution with depth in homogeneous absorbers. In
previous works we have reported the results obtained in laboratory

facilities equipped with electron beams of the energy range 7–
12 MeV [3], the extension of this method to the energy range 4–
6 MeV [4] and its possible use in industrial facilities [5].

The advantage of this method is that it could be used almost
on-line, providing real-time information on very small variations
in the electron beam energy; thus, this device is a very useful tool
for monitoring the beam energy during the process.

In the present work we describe extension of the method to a
lower energy region, namely, from 1.5 to 2.4 MeV, together with
tests on the sensitivity performances of the energy monitoring
device.

2. Experimental

2.1. Irradiation source

Irradiations were carried out at Aérial (Strasbourg) with a Van
De Graaff electron accelerator, which produces a continuous
electron beam with tunable energy in the range of 0.5–2.4 MeV
and adjustable current from 1 to 125mA. The energy of the
electron beam was varied by controlling the accelerating voltage,
whose value was calibrated during the facility installation using
the technique of foil activation [6]. The nominal electron current
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was measured with a faraday cup integrated in the accelerator
control system. Static irradiations and dynamic irradiations, using
the actual conveyor system, were carried out, as described later in
this paper.

2.2. Energy monitoring device

The basic module of the energy monitoring device consists of a
robust faraday cup-style aluminium cage containing two alumi-
nium plates of appropriate thicknesses, insulated from each other
(Fig. 1). The thickness of the front plate was selected according to
the energy range to be monitored, since the shape of the charge
distribution with depth varies with the beam energy ([3] and
references therein reported). Total thickness of the two plates was
sufficient to stop all the electrons at the maximum beam energy.
The plate thicknesses adopted for the different energy ranges are
reported in Table 1. The back plate was 25 mm thick for all
electron beam energies investigated. The diameter of the two
plates as well as of the opening in the cage was 100 mm. Also,
there was an air gap of at least 5 mm between the plates, and
between the plates and the sides of the cage, sufficient to avoid
discharges and assure the electrical insulation of all of the three
elements. The plates were supported by ceramic pillars and
connected to the measuring instruments, located in the
accelerator control room, using BNC connectors and coaxial
cables with characteristic impedance of 50 Ohm. The aluminium
cage was grounded by a copper braided wire to the metallic frame
of the accelerator facility in order to avoid the build-up of any
electric potential around the plates, generated by the
accumulated electrons from the beam. When the device is
exposed to the electron beam, electrons are accumulated in the
two plates and the currents generated are measured continuously.

For specific thicknesses of the two plates, the values of these
currents depend on the beam current and beam energy [3].

The energy device was located under the beam exit window on
one of the product conveyors. The conveyor system was not in
operation in order to realize irradiation in static condition,
because of the presence of the two coaxial cables connected to
the device. As the beam was not scanned, the exact position of the
device under the beam was determined using radiosensitive
indicators. The beam spot was small compared to the plate size
and the beam was completely intercepted by the plates. The
accelerator was operated with several different energy and
current values, as follows:

� For establishing the relation between the beam energy and the
device response: nominal current was varied from 25 to
100mA in 4 steps (25, 50, 75 and 100mA), for each of the six
nominal energy values: 1.50, 1.65, 1.80, 2.00, 2.20, 2.40 MeV;
four measurements of the plate currents were made for each
combination of beam current and energy; these measurements
were done with an electrometer;
� For determining the sensitivity of the system: electron beam

energy was varied in steps of 20 keV, namely at 2.16, 2.18, 2.20,
2.22, 2.24 MeV at a fixed current (50mA); four measurements
of the plate currents were made at each beam energy; these
measurements were done using an electrometer as well as a
multimeter.

2.3. Electrical measurements

The electrons accumulated in the plates give an electrical
signal that can be directly measured as collected current or can be
integrated over a known period of time and be measured as
collected charge.

Several techniques were used for the measurement of the
electrical signals. In our first work [3] two identical digital current
integrators (EG&G ORTEC 439) were used, since it was possible to
select the number of electron pulses incident on the device,
resulting in a fixed integration time for the collected current. In
our second work [4], a dedicated measuring instrument was
realized using an integrated circuit, with ultra low bias and fast
slew rate, selected so that its offset voltage and its temperature
drift were as low as possible, hardwired in the current amplifier
configuration. For the investigation at the industrial facilities [5],
both the ORTEC digital current integrators used as current
monitor, and the above mentioned dedicated circuit with a
modified constant time in order to measure signals generated by
electron pulses delivered at low frequency (5 Hz) were used.

In the present work, a sensitive electrometer (Model 610B
from Keithley) capable of measuring currents down to 10�14 A,
and a regular multimeter (ITT Metrix MX512) were used for the
measurement of the currents collected by the two absorber plates.
The accuracy of the electrometer had been previously checked
with a Waveteck Model 9000 m calibration system. The signals
were measured sequentially, connecting one plate to the instrument
and the other one to the ground, in order to avoid the build-up of
any electrical field induced by the electrons accumulated in the plate
not under measurement.

2.4. Beam energy determination

The most probable electron beam energy Ep was determined
from the depth-dose distribution, obtained using the stack
technique [1]. The stack consisted of several Polystyrene (PS)
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the energy monitoring device: the thickness of the

front plate is determined according to the range of the electron beam energy to be

monitored.

Table 1
Thicknesses of the front absorber plate appropriate for the different energy ranges.

Energy range to be

monitored (MeV)

Thickness of the front

plate (mm of Al)

Reference

7–12 12 [3]

4–6 5 [4]

1.5–2.4 2 This work
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